
          

 

DEPOSITIT C360  

YOUR GUARDIAN ENDPOINT PROTECTION 

Once installed, you never need to worry about cyber threats again! 

 

1. Fully managed helpdesk monitoring 

Our team of highly trained security analysts monitor your account and when a threat is detected, they see the alert and 
take immediate action to mitigate the risk to your machine. This saves you IT resource, costs and downtime.  

DEPOSITIT C360 is the only solution to offer this service 

2. Rollback (*GDPR RECOMMENDED*) 

When a machine gets hit by a ransomware or any serious malware, Depositit C360 is able to roll your machine back to just 
before the incident. This protects your data and minimises downtime to virtually zero!  

DEPOSITIT C360 is the only solution to offer this service 

3. Forensics reporting (*GDPR RECOMMENDED*) 

When a threat has occurred, businesses need to provide a report to the ICO (Information Commissioner’s Office) and 
maybe also to their network or regulator too. Depositit C360 produces a forensics compliance report saving you much time 
& stress.  Reporting a timeline of what happened, when and where the threat emerged, how it was dealt with and the 
state of the machine after resolution you can send it to the ICO, your network, regulator, insurer, customers or anyone 
else who requires evidence that the threat has been neutralised.  

DEPOSITIT C360 is the only solution to offer this service 

4. Monitoring and sharing of global threat behaviours to protect the C360 community 

Our security analysts collate historical and all activity for Indicators of Compromise (IOC) or visits to known phishing sites 
and update the software protecting C360 users globally. Only one other provider offers a service like this at a substantial 
additional cost. 

DEPOSITIT C360 is the only solution to offer this in a single agent at no extra cost 

5. Behaviour based detection of threats 

Depositit C360 contains a behavioural agent that analyses every process and action occurring on a machine. In doing this it 
considers the application or user context to enable protective decisions to be made.  

The benefit is this analyses how multiple threats behave when run together as well as just individual behaviours which on 
their own may not pose a threat. This correlation of full behavioural detection allows DEPOSITIT C360 to spot the malicious 
behaviours that other solutions miss. 

DEPOSITIT C360 is the only solution that utilises “full context analysis” 

6. Autonomous security 

Antivirus products require continuous updating and only protect against known threats (they are always playing catch up). 
Some newer solutions are web based and need constant connection to the Internet.  

Depositit C360 will protect your system when it’s both off and on-line. Only one other provider can do this but it requires 
all of their components which make the cost high. 

Depositit C360 works independently and needs no outside intelligence to make decisions 



7. Threat remediation 

Depositit C360 quickly and automatically undoes any malware driven changes on a machine, leaving it fully cleaned. No 
other solution can act this rapidly and provide this functionality in a single software agent. Two other providers can offer 
something similar BUT only via multiple components with additional cost and effort.  

Depositit C360 provides a report after any protective work has been carried out for your records 

8. Dynamic exploit detection and prevention 

This is the ability to spot attacks that enter via a weak component, such as your Browser or Operating System (sometimes 

known as file-less and memory based). Very few providers are able to offer this functionality. 

The Depositit C360 helpdesk monitor all exploits, providing an added level of protection 

9. Admin defined application control 

Administrators have full control over what applications run on their software protected Endpoints. 

10. Complete protection 

When a threat is identified, Depositit C360 will automatically kill and quarantine the threat itself AND also any associated 
processes and files that have been infected (or will repair them if required and possible). 

 

 
How does Depositit C360 compare with your current provider?  

 

For more information: 

Depositit – Cyber Protection Solutions 
78 York Street 

London 
W1H 1DP 

www.depositit.com 
sales@depositit.com 

0845 1200 510 
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